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Abstract

Microbial infections are recognized by the innate immune system both to elicit immediate defense 

and to generate long-lasting adaptive immunity. To detect and respond to vastly different groups 

of pathogens, the innate immune system uses several recognition systems that rely on sensing 

common structural and functional features associated with different classes of microorganisms. 

These recognition systems determine microbial location, viability, replication and pathogenicity. 

Detection of these features by recognition pathways of the innate immune system is translated into 

different classes of effector responses though specialized populations of dendritic cells. Multiple 

mechanisms for the induction of immune responses are variations on a common design principle 

wherein the cells that sense infections produce one set of cytokines to induce lymphocytes to 

produce another set of cytokines, which in turn activate effector responses. Here we discuss these 

emerging principles of innate control of adaptive immunity.

Innate control of adaptive immunity is now a well-established paradigm. First introduced by 

Charles Janeway Jr. in 1989 (ref. 1), it states that recognition of conserved features of 

microbial pathogens by the innate immune system is mediated by pattern-recognition 

receptors (PRRs), which detect conserved pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), 

such as bacterial and fungal cell-wall components and viral nucleic acids. Detection of 

PAMPs by PRRs leads to the induction of inflammatory responses and innate host defenses. 

In addition, the sensing of microbes by PRRs expressed on antigen-presenting cells, 

particularly dendritic cells (DCs), leads to the activation of adaptive immune responses. 

Several classes of PRRs have now been identified and characterized in some detail. These 

include Toll-like receptors (TLRs), nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain (Nod)-, 

leucine-rich repeat–containing receptors (NLRs), RIG-I-like receptors (RLRs), C-type lectin 

receptors (CLRs) and AIM-2 like receptors, as well as a family of enzymes that function as 

intracellular sensors of nucleic acids, including OAS proteins and cGAS2–4. The 

physiological role of different PRRs in the sensing of microbes and the induction of adaptive 

immune responses continues to be investigated, but in general, the available evidence 

unequivocally supports the view that PRR-mediated sensing instructs the adaptive immune 

responses: specifically, PRRs determine the origin of the antigens recognized by the antigen 

receptors expressed on T cells and B cells, as well as determine the type of infection 
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encountered, and instruct lymphocytes to induce the appropriate effector class of the 

immune response.

Studies over the past decade have also revealed several important aspects of immune 

system’s function that require an expanded view of the innate control of adaptive immunity. 

For example, the type 2 immune response induced by parasitic worms and allergens appears 

to be largely independent of PRRs, perhaps because multicellular parasites lack molecular 

structures that are both conserved across different groups of parasites and distinct from the 

host organism. Similarly, allergens are not microbial in origin, lack conserved structural 

features and induce type 2 immune responses through mechanisms that remain largely 

unknown5. Another big puzzle is the apparent ability of the immune system to distinguish 

between beneficial commensal microorganisms and pathogenic microorganisms. Both types 

of microbes express PAMPs and are detectable by PRRs; however, the outcome of their 

recognition can depend on additional characteristics, such as invasiveness and production of 

toxins. Recent progress in understanding the complexity and diversity of commensal 

microbiota suggests that perhaps the classic notion of ‘pathogens’ is in fact applicable only 

to rare outliers of the entire spectrum of the microorganisms that can colonize a mammalian 

host. However, this does not mean that the immune system is concerned only with these few 

bad apples; even the normal commensal inhabitants need to be continuously monitored and 

somehow ‘managed’ by the immune system to prevent their outgrowth and mischief6–8.

Many discoveries made in the field over the past decade call for a more complete and 

nuanced picture of innate instruction of the adaptive immune responses. Here we review 

some of the recent developments in studies of innate control of adaptive immunity. We 

highlight some emerging concepts that expand the pattern-recognition paradigm. Finally, we 

discuss some of the major gaps and unknowns.

Recognition by the innate immune system

Microbial targets of recognition by PRRs are structurally diverse and include complex 

polysaccharides, glycolipids, lipoproteins, nucleotides and nucleic acids. Several families of 

PRRs detect these structures through the use of distinct ligand-recognition domains, 

including leucine-rich repeats, C-type lectin domains and various nucleic acid–binding 

domains. In addition to being characterized by their structure and specificity, PRRs are 

characterized by their tissue-specific expression, as well as by their localization in distinct 

cellular compartments, including the plasma membrane, endosomes, lysosomes and 

cytosol9. These differences in expression patterns are related to two general modes of 

recognition by the innate immune system and immune responses: cell-intrinsic recognition is 

mediated by intracellular cytosolic sensors that operate in infected cells. All cell types that 

can be infected by a given class of pathogens express the corresponding sensors (for 

example, sensors of viral nucleic acids). Cell-extrinsic recognition does not require that the 

cell expressing PRRs be infected. Instead, the PRRs involved in cell-extrinsic recognition 

(for example, TLRs and CLRs) are expressed in cells specialized in pathogen detection, such 

as surface epithelia and myeloid cells.
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The detection of extracellular pathogens is mediated mainly by PRRs expressed on the 

plasma membranes of macrophages, DCs and other cell types. These PRRs, including 

TLR1, TLR2, TLR4, TLR5 and TLR6, and CLRs, including dectin-1, dectin-2 and mincle, 

are specialized in the recognition of common components of bacterial and fungal cell walls, 

such as lipopolysaccharides, bacterial lipopeptides, lipoteichoic acids, flagellin, glycolipids 

and β-glucans. Cell-extrinsic recognition of viruses is mediated by TLR3, TLR7, TLR8 and 

TLR9, which are expressed in the endosomes, where they detect viral nucleic acids. 

Recognition by TLRs and CLRs is generally not dependent on microbial viability, 

replication or invasiveness and thus it can detect a broad spectrum of microbial PAMPs 

regardless of their origin (that is, whether the PAMPs are produced by pathogenic or 

commensal microbes, dead or alive microbes, and replicating or quiescent microbes).

Cytosolic sensors of viral nucleic acids detect viral RNA (RLRs) and viral DNA (cytosolic 

DNA sensors) in infected cells10–12. Intracellular bacteria can be sensed by the endoplasmic 

reticulum membrane-resident adaptor STING through the detection of bacterial cyclic 

diguanylate monophosphate13. The same pathway is activated by the related dinucleotide 

cyclic AMP-GMP, which is produced by cGAS in response to the intracellular recognition 

of DNA3. Invasive bacteria are also recognized by the cytosolic PRRs Nod1 and Nod2, as 

well as by other NLRs that detect bacterial PAMPs (such as peptidoglycan fragments and 

flagellin) introduced into the cytosol14,15. Some NLRs detect intracellular bacterial and viral 

infections and induce the inflammasome complex, which leads to caspase-1-dependent 

processing and secretion of members of the interleukin 1 (IL-1) family of cytokines, such as 

IL-1β and IL-18. The recognition of microbes by the intracellular sensors generally depends 

on microbial invasiveness, viability and, in some cases, replication16–19. Thus, this class of 

PRRs is more restricted in what they can sense. Most PAMPs can be sensed both by cell-

extrinsic pathways (mediated by TLR) and by cell-intrinsic pathways (mediated by RLRs, 

NLRs and cytosolic DNA sensors): this is the case for viral nucleic acids, 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and flagellin. Presumably the two modes of recognition have 

evolved to provide different signals to the immune system (discussed below).

In addition to the recognition of structural features (that is, direct PRR-mediated recognition 

of microbial ligands), the innate immune system can detect pathogens through the 

recognition of functional features, by sensing functional characteristics indicative of a 

pathogen’s presence, such as common effects of virulence factors20. The best available 

example of this mode of sensing is activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome by bacterial 

pore-forming exotoxins as well as by viroporins, which form ion channels in the membrane 

of host intracellular organelles21–23. Sensing of enzymatic activities of allergens is another 

example of functional feature recognition. It is likely that multicellular parasites are detected 

by the immune system mainly through this mode of sensing as well. This type of detection 

‘by proxy’ is analogous to the function of Guard proteins in plant immunity24. There are 

several advantages of this mode of recognition. First, it eliminates the need for a very large 

number of specific receptors for each of the structurally diverse virulence factors, toxins or 

allergens. Instead, the common activities of these agents are detected and trigger the 

response. Second, the recognition of functional features, when combined with pattern 

recognition, can inform the immune system that the microbe is a pathogen. Finally, the 

recognition of functional features may be the only available mode of recognition of 
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multicellular parasites that lack structurally invariant targets for direct pattern recognition. 

Instead, they may have some common activities, such as excretion of cysteine proteases and 

disruption of basement membranes. These types of effects on the host tissues may also be 

shared with certain classes of allergens and may be detectable through common sensing 

pathways. These pathways most probably overlap with pathways that sense tissue damage, 

which are designed to detect common consequences of tissue damage rather than the 

structure of the damaging agents25. Thus, PRR-mediated recognition in combination with 

the recognition of functional features leads to the type 1 immune response to 

microorganisms (viruses, bacteria, fungi and possibly protozoa), whereas the recognition of 

functional features in the absence of PRR signal leads to the type 2 immune response and 

tissue-repair response to macroparasites. Indeed, the case has been made that type 2 

immunity to parasitic worms is in many ways a specialized form of tissue-repair 

response26,27. Finally, tissue damage induces a tissue-repair response that can involve the 

activation of specialized arms of innate and adaptive immunity, such as activation of 

regulatory T cells, group 2 innate lymphoid cells (ILC2 cells), eosinophils and M2 

macrophages but does not lead to adaptive immunity28–31 (Fig. 1).

In addition to pattern recognition, another strategy for recognizing structural features is 

through missing-self recognition32. This mode of discriminating self versus non-self is 

ancient; it is used, for example, by bacterial restriction-modification system to defend 

against parasitic DNA of phages and other bacteria. In this strategy, methylation of adenine 

nucleotides in specific DNA sequences protects self DNA from cleavage by restriction 

endonucleases, thereby permitting destruction of only foreign DNA. In mammalian 

immunity, missing-self recognition is important in multiple settings. This strategy is used by 

natural killer (NK) cells to detect infected or stressed cells32. Inhibitory receptors on NK 

cells containing an immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motif detect major 

histocompatibility complex class I molecules on target cells to avoid killing healthy 

uninfected ‘self’ cells. Viral infection and various forms of stress reduce the surface 

expression of major histocompatibility complex class I, which flags these cells for NK cell– 

mediated lysis33. Other examples of this include macrophages that use inhibitory receptors 

based on immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motifs to detect self ligands to avoid the 

phagocytosis and killing of normal cells34; the complement system uses a similar strategy to 

prevent lysis of cells that express complement inhibitory proteins, such as CD46 and CD55; 

factor H of the alternative complement pathway detects sialic acids present on host cells but 

absent on most bacteria and fungi and inhibits activation of the C3 convertase of the 

alternative pathway. Sialic acids are also detected by the Siglec family of inhibitory 

receptors, such as CD22 expressed on B cells35, which helps to determine the origin of the 

antigen recognized by the B cell antigen receptor. It is interesting to note that missing-self 

recognition is often used to inhibit effector responses, such as phagocytosis, cell killing and 

complement activation, which indicates that missing-self–recognition pathways generally 

operate along with the pathways that activate these effector responses. In some cases, the 

activating pathways are mediated by receptors containing an immunoreceptor tyrosine-based 

activation motif; in others, they are induced by PRR-based pathways (as is the case of the 

PRR properdin in the alternative complement pathway36).
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In summary, different modes of recognition by the innate immune system form distinct 

layers of sensing by the immune system that provide requisite information to the adaptive 

immune system. Working in different combinations, the sensing pathways of the innate 

immune system instruct the activation of relevant effector responses of the adaptive immune 

system.

Recognition in different compartments

Microbial pathogens enter the host via mucosal surfaces, through a breach in the skin or via 

bites of insect vectors. To recognize and respond to invasion by vastly different classes of 

infectious agents, innate sensors are strategically located in distinct anatomical, tissue, 

cellular and subcellular compartments. The anatomical compartment in which the pathogen 

is recognized informs the host of the degree of threat it poses. Microorganisms in the lumen 

of the gut do not trigger inflammation, whereas those that have crossed the epithelial layer 

induce a local inflammatory response. Moreover, pathogens in the bloodstream signify a 

breach in barrier and are met with a full-blown systemic response. This compartment-

specific outcome of sensing by the innate immune system is mediated by distinct sentinel 

cells that are strategically located to detect the location of pathogens.

The first surveillance system encountered by pathogens entering the host through mucosal 

surfaces is the supra-epithelial phagocytes. Specialized mononuclear phagocytes provide 

surveillance in certain mucosal surfaces above the epithelial layer. In the airways, alveolar 

macrophages are situated inside the lumen for access to airborne pathogens, whereas in the 

intestine and respiratory tracts, DCs form tight junctions with the epithelial cells and extend 

dendrites into the lumen37.

The epithelial cells constitute the next level of surveillance and are often the target of 

replication by a variety of pathogens. Even a non-epithelium-tropic pathogen must cross the 

epithelial barrier to access its replicative niche. Thus, the recognition of pathogens by 

epithelial cells informs the host of a breach in the first barrier. Epithelial cells are equipped 

with PRRs that induce chemokines able to recruit circulating leukocytes to initiate an innate 

defense. Colonic epithelial cells express small amounts of TLRs, and some TLRs, including 

TLR2, TLR3, TLR4 and TLR5, are selectively expressed on the basolateral surface of 

intestinal epithelial cells38. This expression pattern ensures that only invasive bacteria, but 

not luminal bacteria, trigger TLR stimulation in the intestinal mucosa. In addition, in 

response to damage or stress, epithelial cells release cytokines, including IL-25, IL-33, 

IL-1α and TSLP, to activate local ILCs and memory lymphocytes39.

Beneath the epithelial layer, in the lamina propria, reside DCs, macrophages and mast cells 

that are specialized in detecting pathogens that have crossed the epithelial barrier. These 

cells express PRRs that induce the secretion of inflammatory cytokines and chemokines that 

facilitate the recruitment of monocytes, neutrophils, eosinophils and basophils from the 

circulation. TLR5 expressed on the surface of DCs detects extracellular bacteria through 

flagellin, activating the release of cytokines, chemokines and antimicrobial peptides40. If the 

bacterium can invade the host cell successfully, flagellin in the cytosol is recognized by 

NAIP5 and NAIP6, which physically associate with NLRC4 to trigger activation of 
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inflammasomes41,42. This signifies to the host that the bacteria has secretion systems 

capable of injecting effector molecules into the cytosol, and such infection is met with a 

greater degree of urgency, which causes the activation of inflammasomes and caspase-11 

and the induction of pyroptosis43. The amplification in the number of leukocytes at the site 

of infection enables rapid containment of replicating pathogens through phagocytosis, 

secretion of toxic granules, and lysis of pathogens and infected cells.

When such local defenses are insufficient to contain the pathogen, the immune system 

engages a systemic-level acute-phase response to combat the spreading pathogen. Bacteria 

in the bloodstream are recognized immediately by monocytes and neutrophils through 

TLRs, NLRs and CLRs. Activation of these PRRs leads to enhanced phagocytosis, 

degranulation, respiratory burst and killing of bacterial, fungal and protozoan pathogens44. 

Engagement of TLRs also induces the formation of neutrophil extracellular traps consisting 

of extruded DNA, which entrap bacteria and mount the rapid induction of inflammatory 

cytokines and chemokines45. The inflammatory cytokines IL-1β, TNF and IL-6 act on the 

liver and the central nervous system. In the brain, these cytokines induce sickness behavior 

and fever46. In the liver, these cytokines induce the production of acute-phase response 

proteins, including C-reactive protein, serum amyloid protein and mannose-binding protein, 

to promote pathogen clearance through complement activation and phagocytosis47.

A parallel anatomical regulation of innate sensing exists for viruses. Viruses that infect the 

epithelial cells trigger cytosolic nucleic acid sensors to induce local type 1 interferon 

response. In addition, secreted cytokines enter the circulation and induce interferon-

stimulated genes in distal tissues to increase hematopoiesis and prepare for systemic viral 

spread48. When this local response fails to restrict the virus replication, the viral load in the 

bloodstream, or ‘viremia’, triggers a robust systemic type 1 interferon response. The 

systemic virus infection is patrolled by plasmacytoid DCs. These plasmacytoid DCs are 

absent from peripheral tissues at steady state, but are found in the circulation, are 

constitutively localized in the red pulp of the spleen49,50 and are specialized in responding to 

blood-borne viruses51. Once TLRs are engaged in plasmacytoid DCs, they rapidly secrete 

large amounts of type 1 interferons, which are key to suppressing viral load throughout the 

body.

Although the mechanisms by which multicellular parasites are detected are not yet known, 

the defense strategies used also demonstrate clear compartment-specific effects. Thus, the 

detection of macroparasites in the intestinal and respiratory tracts promotes their expulsion 

through increased production of mucus and peristalsis, whereas the detection of parasitic 

eggs in the tissues can promote their sequestration through granuloma formation52. Finally, 

the detection of tick bites triggers basophil-mediated acquired tick resistance53,54.

The ‘choice’ of effector responses

The various pathways and modes of recognition by the innate immune system discussed 

above provide information about microbial presence, viability, replication, location and 

virulence. Each of these parameters of recognition by the immune system, as well as their 

combinations, are critical for the choice of the appropriate effector response. How the 
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immune system interprets these signals is not yet fully understood, but here we review 

several possible mechanisms.

Because DCs have a critical role in the initiation of T cell–mediated responses, it has long 

been suspected that different DC populations might be specialized for the induction of 

different T cell effector responses. Much data have accumulated over the past decade on DC 

functional heterogeneity, including DC subset–specific expression of PRRs and production 

of signals, including cytokines, involved in differentiation of T cells into effector cells55–57. 

In addition, several transcriptional master regulators of DC lineages have been defined, 

which has provided the means for elucidating their functions in vivo58,59. Tissue-resident 

DCs consist largely of Langerhans cells, CD103+ DCs and CD11b+ DCs. Langerhans cells 

marked by CD207 reside in the stratified squamous epithelium of the skin and mucosal 

tissues. Within the dermis and submucosa, CD103+CD207+CD11b− DCs (developmentally 

dependent on the transcription factor Batf3) and CD301b+CD207−CD11b+ DCs 

(functionally dependent on the transcription factor IRF4) are present. In the intestine and 

lung, a third subset of DCs are found beneath the epithelial layer: CD103+CD11b+ DCs 

(IRF4 dependent)60,61. All four subsets of tissue-resident DCs migrate into the draining 

lymph nodes and contribute in a distinct manner to priming responses of the adaptive 

immune system. In addition to the migrant DCs, within lymphoid organs CD8α+ DCs (Batf3 

dependent) and CD11b+ DCs are constitutively present. Studies of mice with specific 

deletions of subpopulations of DCs have revealed an emerging view of the unique capacity 

of DC subpopulations to generate different classes of T cell responses (Table 1).

The clearance of viral infection relies on cytotoxic lymphocytes (CTLs), whose 

differentiation follows the engagement of nucleic acid sensors, which leads to the production 

of type 1 interferons and IL-12. Batf3-dependent CD103+ DCs found within or under 

various mucosal epithelial cells, as well as the Batf3-dependent CD8α+ DCs in lymphoid 

organs, are required for cross-presentation and the activation of CD8+ T cells62–64. These 

DCs express RLRs, NLRs and TLR3 but not TLR7 (refs. 65,66) and produce type 1 

interferons and IL-12 in response to the recognition of viruses and virus-infected cells (Fig. 
2). These cells express the C-type lectin DNGR-1 (CLECL9A), which detects F-actin 

exposed by necrotic cells for the uptake and cross-presentation of necrotic cells67,68. In 

addition to requiring CD103+ DCs, infection with fungal pathogens requires Batf3-

dependent CD207+ dermal DCs for CTL responses69. The CD141hiCLEC9A+ DCs found in 

the dermis, lung and liver interstitia of humans share a transcriptome signature similar to 

that of mouse CD8α+ and CD103+ DCs and are also superior to other DCs in cross-priming 

CD8+ T cells ex vivo70. In addition, human CD1a+ Langerhans cells induce functional 

maturation of CD8+ T cells superior to that induced by other skin DC subsets ex vivo71,72.

Defense by the immune system against intracellular bacteria and protozoa requires responses 

by CD8+ T cells and T helper type 1 cells (TH1 cell), which develop as a consequence of the 

engagement of TLRs by PAMPs that leads to the production of IL-12. CTL responses to 

bacterial and protozoan infection are ‘preferentially’ induced by Batf3-dependent CD103+ 

DCs that produce IL-12 (refs. 73,74). TH1 cell–mediated immunity to fungal pathogens 

depends on Batf3-dependent dermal DCs that express CD103 and CD207 (ref. 69). The 

GM-CSF-dependent DC population is required for the induction of TH1 cells after 
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immunization with antigen and complete Freund’s adjuvant75,76, which demonstrates the 

key role of this DC subset in TH1 cell–mediated responses to bacterial and fungal pathogens 

(Fig. 2). However, the exact identity of the TH1-priming DCs remains controversial. While 

one report has shown a requirement for CD103+CD207+ DCs in TH1 priming76, another has 

shown that TH1 priming occurs normally in the absence of those DCs75 following 

immunization with myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein in complete Freund's adjuvant.

The TH17 subset of helper T cells is specialized in eliminating extracellular bacteria and 

fungal pathogens77,78. The priming of TH17 cells begins with the engagement of CLRs such 

as dectin-1 and dectin-2 expressed by DCs, Langerhans cells and macrophages79–81. In 

addition to inducing dectins, the phagocytosis of bacteria-infected apoptotic cells induces 

the production of TGF-β and IL-6 by DCs, which promotes TH17 cell differentiation82. 

Several studies support the notion that CD11b+CD103+ DCs that develop under the control 

of IRF4 have a key role in TH17 cell induction in vivo60,61,83,84. The cytokines critical for 

TH17 responses, IL-6 and IL-23, are both selectively secreted by the CD11b+CD103+ 

DCs60,61. In addition to the CD11b+CD103+ DCs, Langerhans cells are necessary and 

sufficient for induction of the TH17 cell response to fungal pathogens in the skin69. We are 

tempted to speculate that these DCs co-engage TLRs and CLRs to selectively induce IL-23 

and suppress IL-12 for optimal TH17 cell induction in vivo85. Human CD1c+ DCs, the 

counterpart of mouse CD11b+ DCs, also express IRF4, secrete IL-23 and promote TH17 

cells in response to Aspergillus fumigatus60 (Fig. 2).

Although sensors in the innate immune system that detect protease allergens and helminthes 

are not yet known, studies have demonstrated that induction of the TH2 cell response to both 

requires the PD-L2+CD301b+ DC population86–88. The CD301b+ DCs comprise the 

majority of dermal DCs that are CD207−, and these cells require IRF4 for their ability to 

promote TH2 cell–mediated immunity. Of note, in humans, Langerhans cells induce the 

secretion of TH2 cell cytokines in mixed-leukocyte reactions more efficiently than other skin 

DC subsets do71,72, which suggests that different skin DC subsets may carry out the priming 

of TH2 cells in mice and humans (Fig. 2).

Recognition by the innate immune system is also critical for antibody responses. T cell–

independent B cell responses are induced by signals from both TLRs and B cell antigen 

receptors (BCRs). B-1a and B-1b cells produce natural immunoglobulin M (IgM) antibodies 

that confer protection against infection with certain bacteria, such as Streptococcus 

pneumonia90 and Borrelia hermsii91, as well as the early IgM response to viruses such as 

influenza virus92. B-1a cells express TLR9 and TLR7 and respond robustly to their 

ligands93. The BCR induces noncanonical signaling via the transcription factor NF-κB that 

complements TLR4-induced canonical signaling via NF-κB in response to LPS to induce 

activation-induced cytidine deaminase expression needed for immunoglobulin class 

switching94.

T cell–dependent antibody response requires at least three signals, consisting of engagement 

of the BCR by an antigen, and signals from follicular helper T cells (TFHcells) in the form of 

CD40L (the ligand for the costimulatory receptor CD40) and cytokines that induce class 

switch to a particular heavy-chain isotype. In addition, T cell–dependent antibody responses 
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are controlled by the recognition of B cells by the intrinsic innate immune system. First, co-

engagement of BCR with the complement receptor CD21 determines whether the antigen 

has been flagged by the complement system in the form of attachment of the complement 

component C3d. Attachment of the C3d fragment to a protein antigen has been shown to 

substantially increase the sensitivity of B cells95. CD21 then signals through the signal-

transduction receptor CD19 complex to induce signaling via the kinase PI(3)K that co-

stimulates the BCR signaling96. Second, another co-receptor, CD22, determines whether the 

antigen bound by BCR contains α2,6 sialic acids. Because α2,6 sialic acid is present on host 

glycoconjugates but not on most bacterial carbohydrates97, this co-engagement helps to 

determine the origin of the antigen. When CD22 is engaged by its sialic acid ligand, it 

activates the lipid phosphatase SHIP, which converts phosphatidylinositol-(3,4,5)-

trisphosphate (generated by PI(3)K) into phosphatidylinositol-(3,4)-bisphosphate and thus 

inhibits downstream steps in the PI(3)K signaling pathway96. Finally, antibody responses, 

particularly those of IgG2 isotype (mouse) or IgG1 and IgG3 isotypes (human), are 

regulated by B cell–intrinsic TLRs signaling. In this context, TLRs probably function to 

determine whether the antigen bound by the BCR is a PAMP or is associated with a PAMP. 

The importance of TLR signaling in B cells has been demonstrated in response to pathogens 

in infection models98–102, in response to self antigens in lupus models103,104, and in LPS-

stimulated and CpG-stimulated responses98,105. The systemic IgA response to virus-like 

particles containing RNA also requires B cell–intrinsic, but not DC-intrinsic, TLR7 

expression106.

In summary, different sensing pathways of the innate immune system are designed to 

determine the class of infecting pathogens on the basis of their localization, viability, 

replication and virulence. These parameters are sensed by distinct sensory pathways, often 

operating in combination, and are translated into the signals that initiate the appropriate 

types of effector responses (Fig. 2).

Costs associated with effector responses

The ‘choice’ of effector response is determined not only by the class of infecting pathogen 

(for example, a virus versus a fungus) but also by the cost of the immune response107. The 

symptoms of infectious disease are caused by both direct pathogen-inflicted damage, as well 

as by the immune response itself, or ‘immunopathology’. Immunopathology is generally 

considered to be a consequence of excessive immune response, and therefore the magnitude 

and duration of the immune response are thought to be optimized so as to provide maximal 

protection from infection with minimal immunopathology. However, in addition to 

considering the quantitative characteristic of the immune response, it may be important to 

consider the fact that different effector responses have different immunopathological 

potential; for example, defensins and IgA secreted into intestinal lumen have lower costs to 

host fitness than do cytotoxic responses. In general, all effector responses can be viewed on 

a spectrum defined by the costs (immunopathology) associated with their maximal 

deployment. This difference in the cost of effector responses appears to correspond to the 

temporal order of their induction: low-cost responses are induced first; if they are 

insufficient to prevent or clear the infection, the response of next lowest cost is induced 

second and so on (Fig. 3). The responses of highest cost are induced as a last resort. Some of 
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the responses that have negligible costs (such as secretory IgA and antimicrobial peptides 

produced by surface epithelia) are expressed constitutively, whereas the costly responses are 

inducible. It is interesting to note that the ‘choice’ of effector response is probably 

determined by the innate sensing pathway activated by a given challenge—for example, 

PRR sensing of microbial PAMPs by surface epithelia alone can induce only low-cost 

responses; the same PRR activated in macrophages or DCs behind epithelial barriers may 

induce responses of higher cost; the sensing of pathogen invasiveness, viability, replication 

and virulence activities induce responses of progressively higher cost. Thus, macrophages 

activated by PRRs alone induce effector response of lower cost (secretion of cytokines and 

antimicrobial peptides) than those induced by macrophages activated by PRRs and 

interferon-γ (IFN-γ) (enhanced microbicidal activities and collateral damage) (Fig. 3). This 

strategy should optimize the immune response so as to minimize its cost while providing 

sufficient protection. In addition to immunopathology, immune responses can have other 

costs, most notably metabolic costs. Therefore, immune responses are probably calibrated 

on the basis of weighted contribution of different costs.

Design principle of immune responses

Over the past decade, many exciting discoveries have been made about the functions and 

regulation of ILCs108–110, tissue-resident memory T cells (TRM cells)111–114 and epithelial 

cells, as well as the signals that activate these cell types and the cytokines they produce. 

These discoveries paint a complex picture of multiple cell types connected by cytokines that 

perform distinct functions. However, behind this complexity, there is a simpler pattern that 

reveals a common design principle of the immune response, with many details being a 

variation on a common theme.

The commonalities become apparent with the consideration that all the cell types involved in 

the initiation and execution of the immune response fall into three categories (Fig. 4). The 

first category is made up of cell types that function as sensors of infection or damage. These 

are the cell types that express various PRRs and other sensing machinery to detect 

microorganisms, macroparasites, allergens, toxins and venoms and any other stimuli that 

elicit immune responses. The cell types that function as sensors include DCs and 

macrophages for the type 1 immune response, and epithelial cells and mast cells for the type 

2 immune response. The different modes of recognition by the innate immune system 

described above operate in these cell types to induce production of the first level of 

cytokines. The ‘level 1’ cytokines include IL-12, IL-23, IL-6 and IL-1β for the type 1 

immune responses, and TSLP, IL-25, IL-33 and IL-1α for the type 2 immune 

responses115,116. These cytokines act on the second category of cells, which is made up of 

various populations of lymphocytes, including ILCs, innate-like lymphocytes (ILLs; 

including NKT cells, MAIT cells and epithelial γδ T cells), TFH cells and TRM cells. In 

response to ‘level 1’ cytokines, these lymphocytes produce ‘level 2’ cytokines. These 

include IFN-γ, IL-17, IL-22 for type 1 immune response, and IL-4, IL-5, IL-9, IL-13 and 

AREG for type 2 immune response. IL-21 produced by TFH cells is common to both type 1 

immune responses and type 2 immune responses. The ‘level 2’ cytokines act on the third 

category of cells, which are effectors of the immune response. These include macrophages, 

neutrophils, epithelial cells, eosinophils and basophils, and B cells (specifically B-2 cells), 
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as well as sensory neurons, endothelium and smooth muscle cells. These cells perform 

diverse effector functions, including barrier defense, killing and expulsion of pathogens, 

antibody production, and tissue repair.

Some cell types can function both as sensors and as effectors (Fig. 4). Macrophages function 

as sensors when activated by the PRRs and as effectors when activated by ‘level 2’ 

cytokines produced by lymphocytes. However, as discussed above, the responses elicited by 

these stimuli are distinct: as sensors, macrophages secrete ‘level 1’ cytokines to elicit 

responses from local lymphocytes. In contrast, macrophages stimulated as effectors by a 

‘level 2’ cytokine (for example, IFN-γ) become highly activated effectors, induce robust 

antimicrobial and phagocytic responses, including the production of reactive oxygen and 

nitrogen species. Similarly, epithelial cells serving as sensors of helminth infection produce 

the ‘level 1’ cytokines IL-33, IL-25 and TSLP, whereas epithelial cells responding to the 

‘level 2’ cytokine IL-13 become activated and differentiate into goblet cells to increase 

mucus secretion. The reason the same cell types can function as both sensors and effectors 

presumably reflects their evolutionary history when they operated in simpler pathways, 

performing both sensing functions and effector functions without the involvement of 

lymphocytes.

There are some variations on the common theme of two-tiered design of the immune 

response. For example, in some cases, the single-tiered cytokine system consists of sensor 

cell types that mediate direct effector response through secretion of ‘level 1’ signals (Fig. 5). 

For antiviral programs, plasmacytoid DCs serve as a key sensor for the detection viruses 

through endosomal TLRs to produce a burst of type 1 interferons, which act systemically to 

block viral replication117. Infected cells themselves produce type 1 interferons to mediate 

similar effects locally. Similarly, mast cells that reside in the mucosa sense the presence of 

the noxious substances and parasitic worms, and release histamines and prostaglandins, 

which act on local vasculature to induce vasodilation and leakage, and act on intestinal and 

airway smooth muscles to induce peristalsis, contraction and expulsion of parasites. 

Histamine produced by mast cells and TSLP produced by epithelial cells can also stimulate 

a subset of C-fiber neurons to induce the itching sensation, which helps rid of 

macroparasites and ectoparasites118. The single-tiered design probably reflects a more 

evolutionarily ancient strategy in which the sensor and effector functions were carried out by 

the same cells. Such a strategy may have been optimal in invertebrate deuterostomes that 

have numerous PRRs but have limited cell types119.

The two-tiered design uses ILCs, ILLs and TRM cells to mediate the effector responses. 

Unlike secretion by ILCs or ILLs, the secretion of ‘level 2’ cytokines by TRM cells usually 

requires specific antigen, although not necessarily120. The ‘level 1’ cytokines usually work 

in combinations consisting of a cytokine of the IL-1 family (IL-1, IL-18 and IL-33) and a 

cytokine that activated the kinase Jak and transcription factors of the STAT family (IL-12, 

IL-23, IL-6, IL-15, IL-2, IL-7 and TSLP) to induce the secretion of distinct sets of ‘level 2’ 

cytokines from lymphocytes120. Macrophages and DCs detect pathogens through PRRs and 

secrete IL-12, IL-23 and IL-6. They also sense pathogens through inflammasomes and 

release IL-1β and IL-18. These ‘level 1’ cytokines act on differentiated lymphocytes of both 

innate classes and adaptive classes. IL-12 (an activator of STAT4), and IL-18 and IL-1β 
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(activators of the adaptor MyD88) act on ILC1 cells, NK cells, γδT cells and memory CD4+ 

T cells and CD8+ T cells in the tissue to secrete IFN-γ. IL-1β (an activator of MyD88) 

together with IL-23 or IL-21 (activators of STAT3) to induce ILC3 cells and memory TH17 

cells to secrete IL-17 and IL-22 (ref. 121). Similarly, the ‘level 1’ cytokine TSLP (STAT5 

activator), together with IL-33 or IL-1α (activators of MyD88) released from epithelial cells, 

act on ILC2 cells and TH2 memory cells to secrete IL-5, IL-13 and AREG. Signaling via the 

receptor for IL-25 induces activation of NF-κB and, together with IL-33, induces the 

production of IL-5 and IL-13 by ILC2 cells122. In addition, the same ‘level 1’ cytokines also 

induce secretion of IL-9 from tissue-resident TH9 memory cells. Of note, secretion of IL-4 is 

induced only upon the engagement of T cell antigen receptors (TCRs) on memory TH2 

cells123 or the treatment of ILC2 cells with the phorbol ester PMA and ionomycin124 and, 

unlike other TH2 cytokines, combinations of ‘level 1’ cytokines are not sufficient to induce 

IL-4 secretion120. ‘Level 1’ cytokines can also program antibody responses through their 

action on TFH cells. IL-12 induces TFH cells to secrete IFN-γ125, while an as-yet-unknown 

signal induces the secretion of IL-4 from TFH cells (Fig. 4). In mice, TFH cells that secrete 

IL-21 drive IgG1 responses, whereas IL-4-secreting and IFN-γ-secreting TFH cells drive IgE 

responses and IgG2 responses, respectively126.

It is important to note that naive T cells are not part of the common design of the immune 

response presented here. Indeed, naive T cells can become the source of ‘level 2’ cytokines 

only after their activation and differentiation into effector or memory cells. This is a 

reflection of the clonal distribution of their TCRs and the requirement for extra steps of 

proliferation and differentiation before they can become competent to function as cells 

denoted as the lymphocyte category. In contrast, ILCs that lack TCRs, ILLs that have 

invariant TCRs, and TRM cells that have many features in common with ILCs and ILLs, 

either do not need to undergo proliferation and differentiation steps (ILCs and ILLs), or have 

already done so in the past (TRM cells).

Future perspectives

The focus of this Review has been the emerging principles of recognition by the innate 

immune system and control of adaptive immunity. Future discoveries will no doubt lead to 

additional revisions and modifications of the current paradigms. Some exciting emerging 

new directions include the sensing pathways of the immune system that detect specific 

dietary and microbial metabolites, including short-chain fatty acids and vitamins127–129. In 

addition, the detection of bacterial pigments by the aryl hydrocarbon receptor has been 

found to regulate an antibacterial response130. The sensing of xenobiotic substances by this 

receptor has been found to have a role in the enhancement of barrier immunity through 

IL-22 production and other mechanisms131. Another sensor of xenobiotic substances, PXR, 

has been found to control intestinal inflammation by sensing bacterial metabolites132. How 

all these pathways fit in with the current models of immune recognition is an exciting area 

of future investigation.

In addition to expanding the knowledge of sensing pathways of the innate immune system, a 

major challenge for the future studies is to define the rules of engagement that determine the 

functions of these pathways in the context of infectious diseases. This will be essential for 
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advancing the ability to design effective vaccines. A major hurdle in this area has been the 

lack of understanding of the requirements for the induction of protective immunity. Instead, 

immunogenicity is often used as a surrogate for protective immunity in vaccine design and 

trials. However, immunogenicity, a property related to the ability to induce an immune 

response, is not equivalent to protective immunity, which is conferred by immune responses 

able to eliminate the pathogen without killing the host in the process. The immunogenicity 

of vaccines often leads to protective immunity when the latter is based on neutralizing 

antibodies. In most other cases, vaccines that are immunogenic often do not provide 

protection. A given immune response may or may not be protective for any one of several 

reasons; it could be of wrong specificity, effector class, location, magnitude or duration. 

Thus, just as the rules of immunogenicity have been defined over the past 15 years, a major 

challenge for the future will be to define the rules of protective immunity.
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Figure 1. 
Recognition of structural and functional features. Sensors of the innate immune system 

recognize infectious agents through detection of unique molecular structures associated with 

the pathogens (structural feature recognition) or through detection of the characteristic 

functional activities (functional feature recognition) associated with the infection. The 

process of infection is often accompanied by tissue damage caused by the pathogens or by 

the immune response to pathogens. Tissue damage induces a tissue-repair program that can 

include some specialized immune responses.
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Figure 2. 
The instruction of various classes of T cell responses by DCs. The development and function 

of DCs in vivo requires transcription factors that are critical for each stage of their 

differentiation program. Studies probing the requirement or sufficiency for DC subsets have 

suggested a relationship between the DC lineage and T cell programming. CTL responses 

are induced by lymphoid organ–resident, Batf3-dependent CD8α+ DCs and tissue CD103+ 

DCs (mouse) and the human CD141+ DC counterpart. TH1 cell–mediated immunity requires 

stimulation, in a GM-CSF-dependent manner, by the CD207+CD103+ DC subset, a minor 

population of dermal DCs (mouse). TH17 responses are induced by mucosal IRF4-

dependent CD103+CD11b+ DCs as well as by skin Langerhans cells, depending on the 

location of the pathogen (mouse). The human CD1c+ DCs prime TH17 cell responses. 

Finally, TH2 cell–mediated immunity requires IRF4-dependent CD301b+CD11b+ DCs 

(mouse). These DCs comprise the majority of dermal DC (dDC) population and are distinct 

from CD207+ CD103+ dermal DCs. In contrast, human Langerhans cells induce TH2 

cytokine secretion ex vivo.
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Figure 3. 
The order of effector function engagement, from lowest cost to highest cost. Defense 

mechanisms of the immune system have different costs to host fitness. The order of 

engagement of effector functions corresponds to their increasing costs (here, their potential 

to cause immunopathology). The low-cost effector mechanisms, such as antimicrobial 

peptides (AMPs), secretory IgA and circulatory IgM, are expressed constitutively. When 

they are insufficient to contain pathogens, the response of next lowest cost is induced (here, 

tissue-resident macrophages); when this response is insufficient, neutrophils are recruited, 

and so on. The examples of effector responses presented here and their costs are for 

illustration purposes only; they are neither comprehensive nor quantitative.
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Figure 4. 
The two-tiered design of the immune responses. Immune responses are orchestrated by three 

categories of cells that function as ‘sensors’ that detect pathogens and secrete ‘level 1’ 

cytokines, the tissue-resident lymphocytes that respond to ‘level 1’ cytokines to secrete 

‘level 2’ cytokines, and the effector cells that respond to ‘level 2’ cytokines to carry out 

effector functions to eliminate the pathogen. DCs and macrophages serve as sensors for the 

type 1 immune response and epithelial cells and mast cells for the type 2 immune response. 

‘Level 1’ cytokines act on terminally differentiated lymphocytes, including ILCs, ILLs, TFH 

cells and TRM cells. In response to ‘level 1’ cytokines, these lymphocytes produce ‘level 2’ 

cytokines. The ‘level 2’ cytokines act on the effector cells of the immune response. These 

include macrophages, neutrophils, epithelial cells, eosinophils and basophils, B cells as well 

as sensory neurons, endothelium and smooth muscle cells. These cells perform diverse 

effector functions, including barrier defenses, killing and expulsion of pathogens, antibody 

production and tissue repair.
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Figure 5. 
Single-tiered immune responses. Some immune responses involve only the ‘level 1’ signals 

that act directly on the effector cells. For antiviral responses, plasmacytoid DCs serve as a 

key sensor for the detection of viruses through endosomal TLRs to induce type 1 interferons, 

which block viral replication. Mast cells that reside in the mucosa sense the presence of the 

noxious substances and parasitic worms and release histamines and prostaglandins, which 

act on local vasculature to induce vasodilation and leakage, and intestinal and airway 

smooth muscles to induce peristalsis, contraction and expulsion of parasites. Histamine 

produced by mast cells and TSLP produced by epithelial cells can also stimulate a subset of 

C-fiber neurons to induce the itching sensation.
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Table 1

In vivo requirement for DC subsets in T cell responses

T cell
class

Tissue Antigen
pathogen

Adjuvant Route DC subset
studied

TF tested DC subset
required?

DC subset sufficient? Ref.

CTL Lung OVA-coated
apoptotic cell

± Poly(I:C) i.n. CD103+ Batf3 Yes NA 65

Lung Soluble OVA None i.n. CD103+ Batf3 Yes NA 65

Lung Soluble OVA None i.t. CD103+ NA NA Yes (AT) 64

Lung SeV None i.n. CD103+ Batf3 Yes NA 63

Systemic Lm-OVA None i.v. CD8α+ Batf3 Yes NA 74

Intraperitoneal T. gondii None i.p. CD8α+CD103+ Batf3 Yes NA 73

Skin OVA/Eα-expressing
C. albicans

None s.s. CD207+ dDC Batf3 Yes NA 69

Systemic or
peritoneal 
cavity

DEC205-OVA Anti-CD40 i.v. CD8α+ NA NA Yes (Ab targeting) 133

Skin OVA (self) None Skin (keratino-
cyte-expressed)

CD103+ NA Yes Yes (coculture) 134

Lung OVA PR8
influenza

i.n. CD103−

CD11b+
NA NA Yes (coculture) 135

Lung X-31 influenza None i.n. CD207+ NA Yes (partial ↓) Yes (coculture) 136

TH1
cells

Skin OVA/Eα-expressing
C. albicans

None s.s. CD207+ dDC NA Yes NA 69

Skin MOG CFA/PTX s.c. CD103+CD207+ GM-CSF Yes Yes (coculture) 76

Skin MOG CFA/PTX s.c. CD103+CD11b− Batf3 No NA 75

TH17 Skin MOG CFA/PTX s.c. CD103+CD11b− Batf3 No NA 75

cells Skin MOG CFA/PTX s.c. CD103+CD207+ GM-CSF Yes (partial ↓) NA 76

Intestine NA NA TNBS-DSS colitis CD103− NA NA Yes (AT) 137

Intestine NA NA NA CD103+CD11b+ Notch2,
Rbpj

Yes (partial ↓) NA 84

Intestine None None NA CD103+CD11b+ IRF4 Yes (partial ↓) NA 60

Lung A. fumigatus None i.n. CD103−

CD11b+CD24+
IRF4 Yes (partial ↓) NA 60

Intestine NA NA NA CD103+CD11b+ NA Yes (↓ in
huLangDTA)

NA 83

Skin OVA- and/or
Eα-expressing C. 
albi-
cans, anti-
huLangerin-
conjugated OVA 
and/or
Eα

None Ea e.c., i.p. LC NA Yes Yes (Ab
targeting)

69

Intestine OVA LPS+ anti-
CD40

i.p. CD103+CD11b+ IRF4 Yes Yes (coculture) 61

TH2
cells

Lung HDM (high dose) HDM i.t. moDC CD103−

CD11b+
NA NA Yes (AT) 138
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T cell
class

Tissue Antigen
pathogen

Adjuvant Route DC subset
studied

TF tested DC subset
required?

DC subset sufficient? Ref.

Skin OVA,
N. brasiliensis

Papain
none

s.c. CD301b+ NA Yes No 86

Skin OVA,
N. brasiliensis

Papain
none

s.c. PD-L2+ IRF4 Yes No 87

Skin FITC Acetone + 
dibu-
tylphthalate

Skin CD301b+ NA NA Yes (AT) 88

Abbreviations: OVA, ovalbumin; MOG, myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein; s.c., subcutaneous; i.t., intratracheal; i.p., intraperitoneal; s.s., skin 
scarification; NA, not addressed; ↓, reduction; Ab, antibody; AT, adoptive transfer of sorted DCs; CFA, complete Freund’s adjuvant; PTX, 
pertussis toxin; TF, transcription factor; HDM, house dust mite; T. gondii, Toxoplasma gondii; C. albicans, Candida albicans; A. fumigatus, 
Aspergillus fumigatus; N. brasiliensis, Nippostrongylus brasiliensis. Table prepared with help of Y. Kumamoto.
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